
 

  
AYSO Region 148  
Meeting Minutes 

05/17/2022  
 

Attendees 
 Tommy Cardona  Anabel Becerra   Moira Rodriguez Davey 
 Valerie Mosqueda  Dave Becerra  Al Rodriguez Davey 
 Loring Navarro  Laura Ojeda   
 Monica Navarro  Roman Ojeda   
      
      

Loring calls meeting to order at 7:24 pm.  

Loring motions to accept last meeting’s minutes.  Anabel motions to accept, Roman seconds. 

Loring – RC report – Only pending item is vote coming from section regarding U19.  Hopefully will have an 
answer tomorrow.   

Loring – Area Meeting - A lot of regions don’t get interaction at Area level even though they are supposed 
to.  There is not a lot of outreach from the Area level.  The RC’S who attended last area meetings decided 
that Regions will be able to invite one board member from region to attend Area meeting.  In June, they 
want to invite Treasurers.   The meeting is scheduled for June 14th.  Celia, Laura and Anabel would be 
invited to attend.  Each month the position invited will be different.  

Loring - Ref instructor class was supposed to be this month but has been pushed back to July or August.  
We should probably just go with Ken Astin and not depend on the instructor course. 

Loring - Section audit review – We got yellow which is middle/ok.  Most regions got yellow as well.  There 
isn’t a lot of information on how to reconcile and how to deal with Divvy and Zipbooks. 

Monica – Registrar – Loring and I will not be available on May 28th for the in-person registration.  We 
decided that we will uncheck birth certificate requirement so that those who stop by can complete 
registration.  We may split up the day so that no one has to be there all day.  Anabel and Dave said they 
can be there for a part of the day. 

Tommy – Ref Admin – Thanks refs for showing up for first weekend of Strawberry Tournament.   Reminds 
those that are signed up to ref this weekend to check in on time.  

Loring – Will need to get with Silviano to take care of the Safety Binder.  

Loring asks who has not had their fingerprints. – Anabel, Dave and Valerie have not yet done theirs.  This 
can be done by going to the police department but need a specific form.  Loring will email a link with the 
form that can be taken. 

Loring says that Jeanette from Camarillo is looking to purchase a LiveScan machine. She would like to 
have at least one person per Region to get trained and Regions would reimburse Region 68 Camarillo.  
Everyone who interacts with the kids has to do this, including team parents. 



Loring asks Valerie about pictures.  We are still tying to choose.  Legends and Custom Sports Photography 
are two that we are looking at.  Legends has a new system; when pictures are taken parents get a text of 
the photo right away.  All ordering is online, no more paper forms.  Waiting to hear back to see if pictures 
are delivered directly to Region or directly to players address.  Anabel says that Harbor Photography was 
at the tournament and pictures came out really well. 

Loring - Regarding fundraising, we will look into popcorn to find out how much each bag is.  We will also 
look into chocolate and possibly discount cards.  Raffle baskets may also be a way to earn money.  
Fundraising night at a restaurant is an option to look into.  

June 21st is our next meeting.  Roman has reserved same meeting space for next few meetings.   

We would like to distribute more flyers to get the word out.  Flyers were given to Seaside and Mermaids 
Softball leagues and to all schools in the Hueneme elementary school district.  If there is anyone who is 
willing to post flyers, we just need to check on it.  Banners will be going up soon, banners for last year 
were ruined by graffiti.  Need to find ways to get the word out more.   

Loring motions to adjourn meeting.  Anabel motions to adjourn, Laura seconds.  

 

 

 

 

 


